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ATTENTION: If You Want to Virtually Guarantee You ll Be One of the Elite Internet Marketers of the

Future Then Don t Close This Page Until You ve Read Every Word Here's How You Can Instantly Gain

an Almost Unstoppable Edge On Your Competition, Increase Your Sales Conversions, and Build Your

Profit Margin to Massive Proportions with This Brand New Secret Tool In Less Than 60 Minutes From

Now You Can Be Creating Your Own Money-Making Software without Knowing a Single Thing About

Writing Code or Without Having to Hire One of Those Expensive Programmers. Dear , Can I ask you a

quick question?... Would you take a pocket knife to do battle with a military trained sniper? Of course

not... how absurd would that be? So why would you want to do battle in the internet marketing arena with

inferior products? First, you're probably curious about what this is all about. Who wouldn't be? To make

this as crystal clear to you as possible and to help you understand why this letter is so important I'd like to

paraphrase a story written by James Wallace... On October 28, 1955, shortly after 9:00 p.m., a baby boy

was born. Unknown to any one at the time this tiny infant would soon have a profound effect on the

modern world and significantly affect the way we do business, the way we communicate and the way we

view life. Born into a family with a rich history in business, politics, and community service. His

great-grandfather had been a state legislator and mayor, his grandfather was the vice president of a

national bank, and his father was a prominent lawyer Early on in life, it was apparent that this exceptional

boy inherited the relentless drive, vast intelligence, and competitive spirit that had helped his family rise to

the top in their chosen professions. In elementary school he quickly surpassed all of his peer's abilities in

nearly all subjects, especially math and science. His parents recognized his intelligence and decided to

enroll him in a private school known for its intense academic environment. This decision had far reaching

effects on the boy s life. For it was here that this young boy was first introduced to computers. In the

Spring of 1968, the private school decided that it should acquaint the student body with the world of

computers. Computers were still too large and costly for the school to purchase its own. Instead, the

school had a fund raiser and bought computer time on a program sponsored by General Electric. A few
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thousand dollars were raised which the school figured would buy more than enough time to last into the

next school year. However, the prestigious private school had drastically underestimated the appeal this

machine would have for a hand full of young students. A few of the students immediately became

inseparable from the computer. They would stay in the computer room all day and night, writing

programs, reading computer literature and anything else they could to learn about computing. Soon this

young genius and the others started running into problems with the faculty Their homework was being

turned in late (if at all), they were skipping classes to be in the computer room and to the astonishment of

all, they had used up all of the schools computer time in just a few weeks. In the fall of 1968, Computer

Center Corporation opened for business in Seattle. It was offering computing time at good rates, and one

of the chief programmers working for the corporation had a child attending this same private school. A

deal was struck between the school and the Computer Center Corporation that allowed the school to

continue providing it's students with computer time. Soon, the now 13 year-old boy and his cohorts

immediately began exploring the contents of this new machine. It was not long before the young hackers

started causing problems. They caused the system to crash several times and broke the computers

security system They even altered the files that recorded the amount of computer time they were using.

They were caught and the Computer Center Corporation banned them from the system for several

weeks. Of course this didn t stop them. In fact, late in 1968, four of the school-mates formed the Lakeside

Programmers Group. They were determined to find a way to apply their computer skills in the real world.

The first opportunity to do this was a direct result of their mischievous activity with the school's computer

time. The Computer Center Corporation's business was beginning to suffer due to the systems weak

security and the frequency that it crashed. Impressed with the computer addicts' previous assaults on

their computer, the Computer Center Corporation decided to hire the students to find bugs and expose

weaknesses in the computer system. In return for the Lakeside Programming Group's help, the Computer

Center Corporation would give them unlimited computer time. The boys could not refuse. One of the boys

was quoted later as saying "It was when we got free time at C-cubed (Computer Center Corporation) that

we really got into computers. I mean, then I became hardcore. It was day and night". Although the group

was hired just to find bugs, they also read any and every piece of computer related material that the day

shift had left behind. The young hackers would even pick employees for new information. It was here that

Bill Gates really began to develop the talents that would lead to the formation of Microsoft seven years



later. There's no doubt that you are aware of the incredible fortune made by Bill Gates of Microsoft simply

by creating software. Certainly he's not alone but Bill is one of the most well known success stories in the

world... Perhaps right about now you're saying to yourself... Why in the hell should I care about Bill Gates'

billions and what in the world does all this have to do with my business? Do you really expect that story to

help me with my marketing success? Gimme a friggin' BREAK!... Before you go stomping off an cursing

me out for wasting your time you must know this... Bill Gates made his fortune by making people's lives

easier! Period. It's a proven fact that if you can come up with any thing that will make people's lives

simpler and easier... it WILL sell! So, stick around, because I'm getting ready to give you some MAJOR

Internet NEWS that can virtually catapult your success completely out of the galaxy! This is NOT the time

to beat around the freaking bush. I can guarantee you that your competition (at least the ones you need

to worry about) are NOT sitting on their pretty little laurels and picking their nose and wondering what they

are going to do next to rake in the big profits you only WISH you could make! With This Mind-Blowing

Marketing Tool You Could Be Saying Good-bye to Failure FOREVER! It's no secret to anyone that you

can rake in incredible profits selling software. I'm talking millions... and perhaps even billions. Obviously

not everyone is capable of creating windfalls of this magnitude but you get the picture. And, of course, not

everyone has the technical skill and knowledge to create software. The development costs are

staggeringly high... as in hundreds of thousands of dollars for some software applications. Not to mention

the time it takes to write the program. Who has that kind of time, money, or knowledge? NOT MANY...

Imagine, though, if you could just skip all the rigmarole that comes with research, development,

programming, packaging, etc. - and just get down to making software! Would that be a riot? As utterly

crazy as it sounds it's not impossible... in fact, it's down right easy with my new program called...

"Software Designer Pro" "Imagine Being Able To AUTOMATICALLY Create Professional Looking

Profit-Pulling Software Applications In Just 9 Incredibly Simple Steps... all in About 30-60 Minutes!" What

if you could have a professional software designer on retainer for you 24 hours a day 7 days a week that

could create software applications whenever you wanted all for just a one time low payment? Imagine the

money you could save or better yet imagine the potential profits you could bring in by creating and selling

your own software! Sound like a pipe dream?... Well it s not. And in a minute I ll show you exactly how

you can get this amazing software generating tool for your own use. Do you have thousands of dollars

just lying around to hire a programmer to write code for your next software idea? I would venture to say



probably not. Do you have the time to learn programming language and write the code yourself? Maybe if

you don t mind waiting ten years before you ll be any good at it. Now imagine this You ve just come up

with an idea for a software application that could significantly help solve a nagging problem in your niche.

What do you do next? Do you just sit there wishing you could find someone to design the software for

you, do you wallow in self pity because you know you are about to miss the profit boat again simply

because you don t have the resources to make your idea a reality or do you open your

software-generating program, put in the recipe and whip out that new software within the hour.

Personally, I prefer the latter. It s already a proven fact that people not only love software, they will pay for

it. Most folks are lazy and if you can provide a legitimate alternative to work they ll jump all over it. Now

There s An Affordable Way to Create Your Own Software Without Spending a Fortune! Why should only

a select few have the chance to make their own software? Everyone should have a fair chance to create

and sell their own software without going into eternal debt or maxing out their credit cards. Thanks to this

exciting design in software technology, you can make practically all the software you want instantly at the

push of a button. You ll never have to waste your time or money again. This powerful new software will

generate as many applications as you want you are only limited by your imagination. New to Internet

Marketing? That fine too! Because Software Designer Pro is designed so even the newest of marketers

can use it without difficulty. There are no scripts or codes that you have to enter and figure out on your

own. You won t spend hours on complicated programming tasks or writing code. Just pop in a recipe and

voila you re just a few clicks away from creating your very own software application any time you want!

Plus, we ve included an easy-to-understand quick start guide that will show you exactly how to get the

most out of your software maker and maximize your income at the same time! You ll truly be amazed at

all the things this one piece of software can do. Here Are Just A Few of the Virtually Countless Ways You

Can Benefit From Using Software Designer Pro Unlimited Software Applications at the Push of a Button If

you hire a programmer to design your software you get one application period. Not only does it take a

long time but all (or a good portion) of your budget goes into development costs before you even have a

chance of seeing one dime in profit. Not so with Software Designer Pro. Your design costs are virtually

zero (you pay for the software creator one time and your done) and you can create unlimited applications

all with just a few clicks of the mouse. Save Time and Money Thanks to Software Designer Pro, you ll no

longer have to spend a huge amount of your valuable time creating products. With the hours you ll save



you can spend more time on the things you enjoy most. Plus, you ll have more time to focus on the

marketing aspect of your business and not the product development phase. Potentially Explode Your

Sales and Income With the ability to create unlimited software applications there s truly no limit to what

this can do to your sales and profit margin. Whether you create software to sell or software to give away

you can create almost an unlimited stream of potential profit generating applications. No Complicated

Scripts or Programming Required You don t have to enter any complicated codes or be an expert

programmer to use Software Designer Pro. This is truly a hassle free piece of software. Just pop in a

recipe (we ll show you exactly how in the quick start guide), fill out the required information and with the

click of your mouse you ll have a ready-to-go software application that is all yours. You've seen it before...

people raking in fist-fulls of profit from all types of software... headline creators, sales letter generators,

web page creators... the list goes on and on. The concept is really simple... Find a problem... make a

software application that makes it easy to deal with... and you've got an instant recipe for success. You

could be one idea away from becoming the next software tycoon! Who wouldn't get excited about that?

Now you no longer have to fork out hundreds or possibly even thousands for an expensive programmer

and wait weeks or even months to get your software to market... (assuming all the bugs have been

detected and worked out) This software lets you get the same result but with your bank account still

intact!... and your product ready to market in practically no time flat. Just fill in some blanks, put in a

"recipe" and answer some questions... then with a few clicks of the mouse you're done. Your software is

ready to roll... Simple test it out and then hit the market! With "Software Designer Pro" you can have your

very own software application completed and ready to be taking orders on it all in the same day... and

that's if you're slow! Instantly Create Profit-Pulling Software Applications For Practically ANY Market - No

matter what your market is, you can now use "Software Designer Pro" to automatically create

professional software, without spending thousands. You WILL have your first Software created in only a

few minutes. - All it takes is a few short minutes to fill in the blanks, load a recipe, click the mouse a few

times and your software will be complete. "Software Designer Pro" couldn't be easier to use. - This

software is so simple to use. Even my 11 year old son was able to use it (now that's really saying

something). Build your email list to gargantuan proportions by creating and GIVING AWAY viral software

applications! - "Software Designer Pro" is the perfect tool to create lead-generating viral software tools.

This strategy can be used in almost unlimited markets and you can even get a tax deduction by giving



away "promotional" items. Free recipes included! - I'll also give you a starter pack of recipes to help guide

you as you fill in the information required! "Software Designer Pro" is perfect for anyone who wants to sell

software but doesn't have the time and money to invest in developers and programmers. FBM marketing

*NEW* eBOOK Resale Right Scripts Software Download Earn with Resale Rights 400+ Items to Resell

Online +100 Master Resale Rights masterkeys.tradebit.com To hire a good professional software

developer and programmer can cost anything up to $200,000 per product! So I could easily be charging

$997 for this software, and you'd be getting a tremendous bargain... but I'm not going to be charging

anywhere near this much. Tags: free recipes
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